The segments of the Great Wall of __ measure over 13,000 miles
The original wall located where Wall Street is now was built by the __
Sacsayhuaman was a walled area outside Cusco, a capital of the __
Started in 1090, the Walls of Avila are located in central __
In 1989, this famous wall came down
The 37 foot Green Monster is located in Boston's __ Park
The Lennon Wall, covered with John Lennon inspired graffiti is in __
Troy, and the walls that surrounded it, are located in present day __
The Ishtar Gate was part of the wall surrounding this ancient city
The Walls of Ston in __ are considered the European wall of China
Roman Emperor __ started building this wall in Britain in 122 AD
The walls destroyed by Israelites carrying the Ark of the Covenant
The ice wall in Game of __ is 300 miles long, 700 feet tall
The __ Memorial wall contains the names of those who died
The Western Wall in Jerusalem is also called the __ Wall
Nazi Germany relied on the __ Wall to defend against the Allies
The __ Walls in Rome enclosed all seven hills of the city
Diagon Alley is located behind a magical wall behind The Leaky __
A security wall separates the __ and Gaza Strip from Israel
Great __ Wall is the largest ancient structure south of the Sahara
The King's Wall and Flodden Wall were built in this Scottish city
The fictional Deeping Wall at __ __ was a fortress in Rohan
The 1979 album The Wall is by __ __
The public library in __, Sweden has a literal wall of knowledge
In Edgar Allen Poe's Cask of __, Montresor walls-in his enemy
Emperor __ started construction on the walls of Constantinople
The Mending Wall is a poem by __ __
He fell off a wall and couldn't be put back together again
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